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WAY NAMED EDITOR FOR 1936 TAPS
Captain Frank L McCoy Of GRADUATES OF 1898, Tribble To Be Business
1925 PLAN REUNIONS
GreenvilleToReviewCorps AT COMMENCEMENT Manager Of Next Annual
Two-Day Period to Be Marked
by Parade and Platoon
Drill

'**'

First Class to Hold Meet At
June Exercises; Programs
Planned

PLANS UNDERWAY

TO REELECT OFFICERS

The annual spring inspection of
the Clemson College ROTC unit by
the War Department is scheduled
to begin next Wednesday morning,
April 24.
Captain Frank L. McCoy instructor of the 327th Infantry Organized Rerserves and
stationed at Greenville, S. C, is
to be in charge of the inspection.
SERVED OVERSEAS
Captain McCoy, a native of
Georgia, graduated from Washington and Lee in 1914 and took post
graduate work at Yale in 1915.
He entered the army in 1917 and
served overseas with the British
(Continued on page two)

Two of the largest reunions ever
held by their respective classes are
being planned for the Commencement period, June 2, 3, 4, by the
graduates of '96 and '25.
The
arrangements
committees,
composed of the campus alumni of
'25 and '96, are hard at work on
programs planned to give ample entertainment to the returning graduates.
'96 PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Colonel T. S. Moorman, PMS&T
at Clemson College, is chairman
of the Entertainment Committee
for the '96 reunion. Other niem(Continued on page eight)

BENGAL RACQUETEERS
VICTORIOUSOVER P. C.
Netmen Take Easy
Match
From Blue Hose
UNDEFEATED TO DATE
The Tiger net team yesterday
won its second match of the week
and its fourth of the season by
taking P. C. into camp 7-0. The
local team was in fine form and
the visitors failed to take one set
in the entire meet.
ARE UNDEFEATED
The Tigers are undefeated to
date and hope for victories over
Furman and Wofford to wind up
the week successfully.
Results of the meet:
Horton (C) defeated Lev! 6-2,
6-2
Woodward (C) defeated McCutcheon 6-1, 6-4
Spann (C) defeated Gregg 6-2, 6-0
Campbell (C) defeated Parhan
6-4, 6-2
LaGrone (C) defeated Tiller 6-2,
6-0
Woodward and Horton (C) defeated Lev! and McCutcheon 6-2,
6-4
Spann and Calhoun (C) defeated
Gregg and Parham 8-6, 6-2

By Their Words
The disadvantage of bayonet
combat is that the other fellow can
stick you too.
—Archer
It doesn't take much to amuse
a class of two-year olds.
—Calhoun
I have never in my life seen a
mirror.
—Godfrey

*

New Taps Editor

G. D. Way of Newberry who
will head the staff of the 1930
college yearbook.- Way is one
of the most prominent members of the junior class and
has made quite a name for
himself in the field of art
while at Clemson. He was art
editor of the present annual
and his water colors are high
spots in the book's makeup.

Recent Taps Ball
Proves Success
Art Kassel Renders Delightful
Music For Occasion
Amid an atmosphere of decorative spendor, the annual Taps Ball
sponsored by the 1935 TAPS staff
was inaugurated Friday night to
the delightful music of Art Kassel's
orchestra.
MODERNISTIC DECORATIONS
The fieldhouse, transformed into
a spacious room with a midnight
black sky as a ceiling, was decorated in a pleasingly modernistic
manner.
Soft beams of light reflected from a huge silver ball suspended in the center of the midnight black sky created a spectacle
of true beauty. Much credit is due
the Junior TAPS staff, headed by
George Way, which spared no effort in carrying the elaborate
scheme of decoration to perfection.
POPULAR ORCHESTRA
Presenting
musical
arrangements of inimitable style and delightful variety, Art Kassel and his
Kassels in the Air were tremendously popular with the large
throng of dancers.
Again featuring the music of Art
Kassel's Orchestra, the brilliant
Saturday night dance sponsored by
the
engineers
and
architects
brought this series of dances to a
delightful climax.

Taps Staff Ask
Space Payments
TAPS Editor H. D. Nottingham announced early this week
that the 1935 TAPS had arrived and that they would be
given out the first part of next
week if al lthe clubs and local
organizations
pay
up
their
TAPS space before that time.
The TAPS Staff has done a
wonderful piece of work on the
annual this year and lias secured the yearbooks from the
puibUshelrs much earlier this
year than usual.

Juniors Inducted
By Military Frat

Farmer, Duval, Bennett, Thorn.
as, Watson, and Richards
Also Hold Offices
DUVAL IS PHOTO EDITOR
At a meeting of the TAPS staff
Wednesday night G. D. Way wast
named editor-in-chief of the 1938
yearbook F. V. Tribble, business
manager, C, E. Farmer, associate
business manager, L. S. Duva>,
photo editor, J. M. Bennett, associate photo editor, W. M. Thomas,
literary editor, C. M. Watson, advertising manager, and T. M. Rickards, assistant advertising manager. The new staff will begin work
on next year's annual immediately.
IS PRESENT ART EDITOR
Way was a member of the present senior staff, acting in the
(Continued on page seven)

Scott,
Graham,
Williams,
RENGALS WIN OVER
Thomas, And Way are
LANDER GROUP WILL
Honored
GEORGIAJNIVERSITY
PRESENTJLAY HERE
TWO WEEKS INIATION

Also Lo*e One Game; Croxton,
Durham are Stars
PLAYED AT ATHENS
The Clemson Tigers journeyed
to Athens over the weekend and
split a pair of games with the
Georgia Bulldogs.
In the first
contest Bill Croxton proved highly
effective allowing the Athenians
only two hits; however, he was the
victim of some poor support and
the Tigers emerged on the short
end of a 2-0 score.
Croxton was pitching air tight
ball until the eighth when Richey
and Simpson collaborated in a joint
gift of two runs to the Georgians.
Clemson tried desperately to tie
the count in the ninth but failed
(Continued on page two)

Colonel Duke Richardson, Captain of ths local chapter of Scabbard and Blade, national honorary military fraternity, recjently
announced that five members of
the junior class had been pledged
by this organization.
These men
were chosen because of their proven ability as leaders and are to
become the nucleus of next year's
organization.
These men inducted are R. E.
Graham, battalion sergeant major
and member of Sigma Tau Epsilon; R. F. Scott, first sergeant and
president of the junior class; W.
M. Thomas, first sergeant; G. D.
Way, color sergeant and Art Editor of TAPS; A. M. Williams, regimental sergeant major and member of the Tiger Brotherhood.

FEEA Jobs Prove Of Great Aid To
Needy Cadets Of Clemson College
(By R. K. O.)
At least one of NRA's foster children (whose names)
look like a network of radio
stations) has had a direct
bearing on the activities of
Clemson College.
MANY WORK
The Federal Government in
its post depression generosity
decided well over a year ago
to toss some funds in the direction of the needy college
students of the nation. Since
Clemson received its appropriation of this money a number
of the cadets have been earning a substantial part of their
college expenses and gaining
valuable experience in the

work they do, and all the
while they have been consistently maintaining their scholastic status.
JOBS GIVEN NEEDY
Officials in charge of distribution of these FERA jobs
have been guided largely in
granting them to students by
the applicants' previous character of school work, in combination of course with the extent of the students' financial
neediness.
The grades must have been rather an exceptionally good yard-stick
for the measurement of student
abilities, for recently made reports
from the registrar's office show
(Continued on page seven)

Dramatists to Offer "$10,000
Reward"; Sponsored by
Sophomore Council
MRS. GROVES IN CHARGE
The Junior Dramatic Club of
Lander College will present a threeact comedy in the college auditorium tomorrow evening at 7:00
o'clock entitled "10,000 Reward."
MRS. GROVES DIRECTOR
This amusing and exciting dramating scene is under the direction of Mrs. Laurence Groves of
Greenwood.
The cast consists of
15 beautiful Lander college queensincluding: Misses Mjartha Covington, Beryl Lawrence, Jane Bellune,
Grace Brown, Agnes Corley, Lois
Martin, Mary Whatley, Elizabeth
(Continued on page two)

MISDOM IS ELECTED
'"•
TO ASCE PRESIDENCY
The A. S. C. E., holding ils=
annual election of officers at the
last meeting, elected H. E. Misdon*
of Carteret, N. J., President. Misdom is first sergeant of H Co. and
is a prominent member of the junior class.
COPELAND VICE-PRESroENT
The vice-presidency was given to
W. E. Copeland of Laurens, who
is a sergeant of G Co. and is anactive member of the IRC. A. M.
Kinghorn of Beaufort was elected*
to handle the club's funds and to
take care of the secretarial affairs-.
CALHOUN SPEAKS
In addition to the election, Dr.
F. H. H. Calhoun talked on the
Santee-Cooper Project and the possibility of South Carolina's national reosurces being developed with
power secured from this source.

THE TIGER, CLEMSON, S. C.

TWO

ANNUAL INSPECTION
TO BE ELD 24, 25
(Continued from page one)
on the Somme and later with the
82nd U. S. division at St. Mieheel
and Meuse Argonne.
Returning to fhe United States
after the war, Captain McCoy served with the 29th infantry demonstration regiment at Fort Benning,
Ga., from 1919 to 1922. He graduated company officers class, Fort
Benning, in 1923 and the signal
school, Fort Monsmouth, N. J., in
1925. From 1925 to 1929 Captain
McCoy was instructor at the Infantry School, and in 1931 graduated field officers class, Fort Benning.
He returned from three years
foreign service in Panama in July,
1934, and took up his present duties.
In past years Clemson has received the highest rating given infantry units of the U. S. ROTC by
the War Department in the annual
inspection.
It is expected that
Clemson will continue to maintain
her enviable standing among the
foremost ROTC units in the United
States.

LANDER COLLEGE GROUP
TO PRESENT PLAY HERE
(Continued from page one)
Hardee, Doris Baughman, Jean
Stewart, Nina Williams, Malcom
Lockhart, Vernon Peele, Karl Wingard, and Eugene Timmerman.
Coming to Clemson with the cast
will be a group of Lander students who will act as ushers ana
a score of chorus girls who will
entertain between the acts of the
play.
This play will offer an evening
of rare entertainment to those who
enjoy real high-class college performances. The play opens as an
actress is trying to coerce the owner of Castle Rock Inn into selling
property to a movie colony, and in
the meantime a famous air hero
arrives whose mission, it is understood, is to select a location foi
a government airport.
He finds
posted a $10,000 reward for the
capture of a gang of diamond robbers believed to be in the vicinity
of the Inn.
The play continues in a comical
mood, flashing love scenes ana
numerous merry mix-ups across
the stage resulting in a mad attempt of all the characters trying
to win the $10,000 reward.

CLEMSON BATTERS
SWAMP WOFFORD
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That Man's Here Again
■i-

Durham Pitches For Tigers;
Troutman, Hood Also
Shine
Taking the mound for the first
time this season Bull Durham, the
Tiger's prize second sacker, turned
back the Wofford Terriers 12 to
3 on the Spartanburg diamond,
keeping the 10 hits garnered by
Wofford well scattered and passing
only one man.
Troutman did himself proud by
rapping out two singles, a twobagger, and a home-run out of
five times at bat, while Gault of
Wofford shone with three hits out
of four. Durham and Hood were
successful in getting two baggers
for the Tigers and Randy Hinson
belted the apple for a three base
hit.

behind the masterful pitching of
BENGALS WIN OVER
GEORGIA UNIVERSITY Alex Swails. "Long Boy" yielded

eight hits but bore down effectively in the pinches.
Bull Durham was the star of the
as the Bulldog pitcher applied the
game, banging out two timely hits,
The majority of good leaders pressure.
The Tigers nosed out the Geor- one a double, and driving in the
have always been on the side of
gia boys in the Saturday game 4-3 winning run
the oppressed.—Aldous Huxley.
To
make

achieve success one must
an attempt.—Louis Martin.

(Continued from page one)
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CAMEL'S TOBACCOS
COST MILLIONS MORE!
'Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS - Turkish and
Domestic — than any other popular brand."
(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Sal em, N. C.

CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
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Yellow Peril Downs Birds By 5 to 4 Score
HARRIS FORD LEADS BEN GAL TRACKMEN IN
VICTORY OVER PRESBYTERIAN CINDERMEN
Tigers Take First Place in 12 N. Y. ALUMNI CHAPTER
Events; Blue Hose Three
HOLDS ANNUAL DINNER
McMAHON SETS RECORD
Paced by Harris Ford,, the Bengal trackmen swamped the Presbyterian College c-ndermen 9 7.5 to
32.5 at Clinton last Saturday afternoon.
Ford placed first in the 100-yard
dash and the 2 20-yard dash, and
third in the broad jump. McMahon
won the high jump at five feet, 11
inches; then he went ahead to set
a new Clemson record of 6 feeL,
1.25 inches.
Green, a promising
sophomore, ran first in the halfmile, and placed second to Cornelius Hinson in the mile.
The Tigers took first place in 12
events to the Blue Stockings' 3.
The summary:
100-yard dash: Ford (C) ; Bradley (P); Tribble (C). Time 9.9.
220-yard dash: Ford (C); Bradley (P); Vearout (P). Time 22.6.
440-yard dash: Clark (P); Robinson (C); Wall (C). Time 52.1.
88 0-yard dash; Green (C); Scott
(C); Forehand (P). Time 2.25.
Mile run: Hinson (C); Green
(C); Adams (P); Time 5:48.6.
2-mile run: Altman (C); Lanford (C); Charles (P). Time 12:
45.2..
120-yard high hurdles: Carter
(C); Ackis (C); Spearman (C).
Time 16.3.
22 0-yard* low hurdles: Folger
(C); Carter (C); Perrin (P). Time
25.8.
B'road jump: Thom/pson (P);
Robinson (C); Ford (C).
Distance 20 feet, 3.5 inches.
High
jump:
McMahon
(C);
Bryce (C) ; Carter (C). Height 5
feet, 11 inches.
Pole vault: Snyder (C); Jacobs
(P); Bacot (C) and Underwood
(P) tie. Height 11 feet, 1 inch.
Shot put: Dillard (C) ; Bryant
(C); McConnell (C). Distance 42
feet, 1/4 inch.
Javelin throw: Blackwell (C) ;
Wiillbanks (P); McConnell (C).
Distance 177 feet, 3 inches.
Discus throw: Williams (IP) ;

PEP on the

AIR

The annual dinner dance of the
New York chapter of the Clemson
College
Alumni Association was
held Saturday evening, April 6,
in the Dela Robia Room of the
Vanderbilt Hotel, Park Avenue at
34th St., New York City.
The present officers of the Ne\> ;
York chapter are G. F. Mitchell,
president; W. Frank Burriss, first
vice-president; T. K. Elliott, second vice-president; M. A. Jones,
secretary; Dr. H. H. Keyserling,
treasurer; and P. H. Adams, industrial secretary.
SPANK TODAY'S CHILDREN
ASSERTS PROMINENT PROF
The return of "good old fashioned spanking" as an important part
of child rearing is advocated in an
article, "Do You Spank Your Children?" by Prof. Garry C. Myers of
Cleveland College in the April issue of the Forum.
"For about a quarter of a century," Dr. Myers says in the article, "there has been broadcast under the guise of 'scientific psychology' the doctrine, not warranted by scientific facts, that restraints are disastrous to personality and mental health, even to
character.
"I believe the leading single
cause of increasing vandalism and
crime, especially in youth, is this
doctrine of no restraint, that those,
therefore, who have been deliberately
spreading
this doctrine
have contributed mightily to the
increase of crime.
More dangerous than was Dillinger, perhaps,
are those teachers and writers who
are telling parents they must never spank their children.
MUST RELY ON PARENTS
"Not in the police and courts of
justice can we put our greatest
hope for checking crime, but in
parents who themselves have proved good citizens, provided they will
face about and train their children
in the nursery in the alphabet of
inhibitions."

Sports Bill Offers
Numerous Events
Clemson athletus will be kept
rather busy during the next
week.
A sports calendar including contests from today until next Saturday follows:
Friday—Georgia
at
Clemson
(baseball)
Saturday—Georgia at Clemson
(baseball; Carolina at Clemson (track); Woft'ord at Clemson (tennis)
Monday—Newberry at Clemson
(baseball)
Tuesday—Erskine at Due West
(tennis)
Wednesday—Furman at Greenville (baseball)
Thursday—Wofford at Clemson
(baseball)
Friday—Georgia Teeh at Atlanta (baseball); Wofford at
Spartanburg (tennis)
Saturday—Georgia Tech at Atlanta (baseball); Furman at
Greenville (track)

Racqueteers Are
Again Victorious

LOCAL LADS RACK OP WIN IN LAST MINUTES
OF PLAY; CROXTON AND BULL DURHAM SHINE
Theatrical Ending of Tight BatNEW PLAN FOR DEANS
tle Brings Spectators to
IS TRIED AT MICHIGAN
Feet
Taking the stand that the deanship of a school or college or the
heading up of a department in a
large university may become a
burden seriously interfering with
normal
teaching
and
research
work, if continued too long, the
University of Michigan will in the
future permit administrative officers to resign such duties after
fifteen years. Such men will then
receive
"distinguished
professorships" allowing them to return to
full-time teaching and research.

ALUMNI NEWS
DAY IS
W. G. Day,
been promoted
superintendent
Mills, Cowpens,

PROMOTED
Class of '31, has
to the position of
of the Cowpens
S. C.

WITH WESTINGHOUSE
R. B. West of the Class of '18
Erskine Team is Defeated in
was recently mat^e Transformer
Easy Match on Local
Manager
for the' Westinghouse
Court
Electric and Manufacturing Company at Sharon, Pa.
Clemson's net team won its
third staight victory on the home
WILLIS ACCEPTS POSITION
T. J. Willis, Clemson textile
courts Monday at the expense of
Erskine. The winners gained the graduate of '32, formerly night
victory by taking four singles and overseer of spinning at the Lonsdale Mill, Seneca, S. C, has ac■two doubles matches.
Tate Horton and Mack Calhoun cepted a position as technical asboth came through with 'two wins sistant with the Greenwood Cotton Mills, Grenwood, S. C.
to clinch the match.
Results:
Gettys (E) defoatcS Woodward
NORTON VISITS CAMPUS
J. J. Norton, Class of '25, As6-4, 3-6, 6-3
Hoton
(C)
defeated Calhoun sistant Superintendant of the Good6-8, 7-5, 6-3
year Tire and Rubber Company's
Preston (E) defeated Spann 6-4, cotton mills in Cedartown, Ga.,
3-6, 6-2
was a visitor on the campus last
Campbell (C) defeated White- week. Mr. Norton brought an Insides 6-1, 6-4
dustrial Education group of young
Calhoun (C) defeated Hemphill men with him from Cedartown.
6-0, 6-1
Lagrone (C) defeated Orr 6-2,
RHINEHARDT IN WINNSBORO
6-3
J. B. Rhinehardt, graduate of
Woodward and Horton (C) defeat'3 2, is now with the Winnsboro
ed Calhoun and Preston 7-5, 6-2
Mills, Winnsboro, S. C, as assisGettys and Wihitesides (E) detant to the overseer of spinning
feated Geer and Campbell 11-9,
conducting research and test work.
3-6, 6-2
Spann and Calhoun (C) defeated
McConnell (C) ; Bryant (C). Distance 124 feet, 6.5 inches.
Hemphill and Orr 6-0, 6-0.
Soviet literature is only a dozen
Mile relay: Clemson.
Time
years old, and there is no giant
3:45.1.
Patronize TIGER Advertisers
of that age.—Maxim Gorky.

MANY ERRORS
Only by virtue of true last minute "movie luck" was the Tiger
clan able to eke out a victory over
South Carolina's formidable bunch
of willow swingers Tuesday by a
5 to 4 count, thus taking the lead
in the Palmetto league race. Bill
Croxton and Country Kneece pitched fine brands of ball, Croxton
siricking out four men and only
allowing one free base, and Kneece
striking out five and passing two.
With the score standing two all
at the beginning of the seventh
inning the Birds came to bat and
managed to bring in catcher Williamson and then in the first of
the ninth they tallied again. Thu'ee
runs to win hung heavy over the
Neely crew in the last of the final
inning but with hits by Simpson
and Croxton, things took on a little brightness.
However, Richey
flied out and Croxton was caught
on third and hopes fell, but Harry
Shore connected and was safe on
an error and Bull Durham finished
up things by cracking out a fielders choice with a total of the
three needed runs across. Errors
were too numerous on both sides.
Carolina totaling seven and Clemson five.
UNIVERSITY OFFERS "A"
STUDENTS $5 REFUNDS
The University of California has
adopted a plan that will probably
be a most effective method for
increasing interest in the school
work.
The University gives students who receive all "A's" a
$5.00 refund on their tuition fee.
QUAKER MORALS
Mine was a Quaker family, unwilling in those days to have youth
corrupted with stronger reading
than the Bible, the encyclopedia
or those great novels where the
hero overcomes the demon rum.
—Herbert Hoover.
If the industrial life of the world
must be but a squabble for the
best bone, then the big dog will
always get the big bone.—Dean
Brown of Yale.

|MirAi,LURG*
TODAY WE WILL TAKE UP THE DIVISIONS OF
METALLURGY-CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL
prz
/-^TREATMENT OF THE ORE

COLLEGE PROM
RUTH ETTING
and her melody
HUB NICHOLS
and his rhythm
the happy party next Friday night. Ruth Etting will be
there, singing her stirring songs.
Red Nichols will play the music
for dancing. Enjoy all the thrills
of real college atmosphere. Tingling excitement from the world
of sports. Don't miss "Prom"
night — Tune in!
JOIN

EVERY
FRIDAY NIGHT
cfScftf Eastern Standard Time
WJZ Avtirorli-X.B.C.

FRT^^*^

Sryt0&e/

FOUR
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—that Taps will soon announce
the fee payable 'to obtain that
bleary-eyed photograph they have
of you and if you don't buy it
publication will be guaranteed.
-OSCAI! SAI8-

—that Son Hiers tried to leave
barracks via the Darius route after the dance by making an attempted flight from Tobey Terrace
to Harris Heights.
-OSCAR SATS-

—that Slats Hearon
is complaining about
attention paid her by
since the absence of
from Clemson.

of Converse
the lack of
this column
Jesse James

-OSCAR SATS-

EDITORIAL
L.EMSON, AS COMPARED to most other colleges,
is still in its infancy. The tremendous growth it
has experienced in its few years of life has left it a
lusty brat; powerful, but with many rough edges.
At first all effort was concentrated on the teaching of the
technical trades. The dissemination of these trades was the
reason for the founding of the college, and it is still the basis
of the curriculum. Thus, until the past few years the cultural
aspects of college education were practically ignored, mainly
because of the intensive study required in obtaining a degree
in a technical subject. The students simply didn't have time
for courses which weren't of a practical nature.
New methods of teaching and other forces have cut down
the long hours of study to some small degree, and the past few
years have seen the beginning of what might be termed a curricular revolution. Courses of no practical value have been
introduced, and they have become the most popular electives
offered. The series of creditless lecture courses offered this
semester in purely cultural subjects are now filled to capacity
and the students are begging for more. The fact that the
majority of the students want such courses so badly they are
willing to overwork themselves has been conclusively proven.
New courses will continue to be added and they will
continue to operate to filled class-rooms, but is that really a
satisfactory solution? Should a man be forced to overwork to
obtain appreciation for art, music, and literature? Shouldn't
these things be incidental to his academic career? And, for
that matter, can appreciation really be taught in a class room?
The solution, we believe, lives in the adoption of a series
of evening programs presenting good music, good drama, and
good lectures. The system is used with great success in other
schools. Does not the rush of students to the cultural courses
now offered indicate sufficient support for such a program at
Clemson?
Certainly entertainment could be obtained at a low
enough cost to make it practical. The drama, hard-hit by the
depression, has taken to the road, and any number of firstolass stock companies would jump at the chance of playing
before so large an audience as would be guaranteed them
liere. True, the stage of the auditorium is small, but, with
«very other barn housing a Shakespeare performance, the
actors are used to overcoming such obstacles. Musicians are
always on tour, even the first ranking ones, and their services
•could be obtained at exceptionally low prices. And good lectures may be picked up practically with the promise of an
audience.
A fee, say the size of the block ticket for all athletic contests which is automatically purchased by every student,
would guarantee a sum which would enable the authorities
to present a regular series of entertainments bordering on the
lavish.
Few men could find objection to the expenditure of
that small amount in consideration of the benefits to be reaped.
It would be the biggest move the college could make toward rounding off its rough edges.
—H. S. A.

__that Charles "Stoolie" Watson
has challenged "Pussle" Inabinet
to any form of combat for the
fair hand of the Pickens maiden
who placed the neat cupid's bow
on Nab's cheek in the presence of
the captivated Catfish.
-OSCAR 8AYS-

—that he nominates as the outstanding femme of M company
the dame who borrowed socks from
the locker and wore them into
the shower.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—that the Citadel Bulldog reprinted a section of the April Fool issue
and stated that they still wonders what CCC stood for.
Oscar
ventures to say that none of the
delegation from the Prison on the
Ashley here last weekend were
capable of taking back any solution but we have a good idea what
it stands for now.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—that any late-comer-inners witnessed a beautiful sight in front
of the Engine Building Saturday
night. A very enjoyable picnic was
held and the participants, after
finishing all, took off to the river
to spend the night—a la the Texas
U. blanket party.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—that he nominates as the outstanding cadet of the week the man
in the P. O. who phoned the
guard room Friday morning and
requested that Cadet Art Kassel
come to the post office and get all
these ;!*-?,;* packages of musical instruments.
-OSCAR 8AY8-

__that Harry Green kept Helen up
at the bandstand all night under
the pretense of hearing the orchestra but it was that little influence
from
Hendersonville
who
also
stood there 'listening to Art'.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that Rat Ellerbee has done pracr
tically everything to make his
name appear in this column—well,
here it is Ellerbee-Stackhouse—■
you asked for it.
-OSCAR SAYS-

WEEKEND NOTES
Again that profound feeling of
regret assails us as we turn back to
some of the choice incidents of the
past weekend and remember that
ethics and the fact that too many
people know our identity prevent
us from doing our duty and baring
all. But we find our solace in the
fact hat this column was never
intended for the filthy muck of scandal; we really make an honest effort to make the dirt incidental to
the humor of the situations which
continue to arise. We do remember the following few incidents—
Al Yarborough mounting a table
and sending three young ladies
into hysterics with his rendition of
one of Huey P. Long's "Share-TheWealth" speeches—Dizzy Day and
a few wandering sophs searching
cars outside of Third Barracks for
a dead body to identify—the Citadel arriving in force, bending elbows with our best, and ending
up under one of our tables—the
many, many, girls from Savannah
and the difficulty people were having determining what they were
talking about—Alex Dixon and Archie Watson standing out in each
other's shining light—T. E. Campbell giving up the 'Friday dance in
favor of sleep and blessed oblivion
—the sigh of relief that escapee,
the Taps Staff's lips when that 300
pound ball didn't fall—and would
that have been news—a couple of
old grads Deing ejected from the
dance in what was, in our opinion,
the season's rawest' deal—Fitzpatrick, our favorite menace, back in
her familiar corner—and a passing
sigh for the demise of the yard
engines, bless their cold, cold
hearts.
TALK OP THE TOWBT—

CORRESPONDENCE
To our desk this week comes a
timely suggestion from a couple
of lads who have the interest of
the college at heart and who also
have a plan which they would like
to submit for popular approval.
Their proposal outlines a project
which will be taken over by the
Ag Economics research laboratory
and will be bolstered by borrowed
federal funds. The idea is to take
a sort of census to find out how
many daughters S. C. farmers are
raising to the acre. A questionaire

MMi
will be circulated which will run
something like this:
1. Blonde? Peroxide or nature?
2. Number of dates last year?
3. Local or college?
4. Preference as to male colleges?
Reasons.
5. Do you dance?
6. Do you have an automobile at
your disposal? Mjake and year?
7. What is the approximate income
of your father?
8. Give brief description of his
disposition.
9. Include photograph and dimensions.
This data would be comuiled !>""
the Ag. Economics Department and
large maps would be drawn up
showing the exact locations of various grades of feminine pulchritude
over the state. These maps would
be mounted in convenient places in
barracks and reference files kept
within easy reach.
Another fine though was put
forth by the lads.
They propose
that the research lab keep up with
current trends and stand ready at
all times to render service to the
tax-pajyers.
The instance cited:
A cadet calls up the lab and
says, "A blonde driving a Dusenburg just passed by my window.
Please give me case history immediately while I hold off this
line of window-sitters who are
waiting to get at the telephone.'It would be a simple matter for the
statisticians to refer to the files
listed "Cars Loaned by Fathers to
Daughters for Flirtation Purposes" and speedily locate facts.
The letter goes on to enumerate
the reason's for adopting such a
plan, stressing the great service
to youth which would be rendered,
the avoidance of complications,
and the drop in shot-gun marriages
caused by the present system of
leaping. All in all we think its s»
pretty neat proposition and we will
pledge our support. We regret that
the letter is unsigned, but will the
contributors please come again?
TALK OF THE TOW3T

WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
Mr. Shaky Husbands, who not
only had two girls up to the dance,
but quartered them in adjoining
beds and somehow kept them from
knowing about his base trickery.

YALE STUDENTS ATTEMPT
NORTH CAROLINA STATE
TO ABDUCT FOLLIES GIRLS
OFFERS PLUMBING COURSE
So anxious were 250 Yale students to get into the good favors
of the chorus girls of the Ziegfield
Follies, showing at a theatre in
New Haven, that they stormed
their way through the stage door
and into the wings.
They were about to break up
the show and carry the girls off
with them, when 25 cops arrived.
While the rest of the students
got away, five were captured by
the police and hailed into court the
next day.

__that Shaky Husbands was a
pretty sight sitting up the other
night with both of his dates and
each of the girls, unaware of the OHIO STUDENTS RECEIVE
FREE LEGAL ASSISTANCE
prevailing situation, looking daggers at the others, wondering why
she was sitting up on her date.
Students at Ohio State University are well protected from the
-OSCAR SAYSthat Mac Watson has given in, grim arms of the law. Any stuheart, soul and all that body, to dent who may be so unfortunate to
the Charleston menace he blind- find himself in a jam with the law
dated for the Taps banquet and j may take advantage of the Stuthat he wonders what in the world ! dent Bar Association's offer of free
"the Capt'n" will do without him leSal ald- t0 students.
all these weekends when the aze
Gandhi dares to apply the Serleas bloom.
mon on the Mount. —Sherwood
(Continued on page five)
Eddy.

The extension division of North
Carolina State College is now offeing a correspondence course in
plumbing.
This will be a boom
to some we hope, who have been
unfortunate enough to forget tho
fine points of the field and wish to
"brush up".

THE CITADEL SENDS FOUR
TO FEDERATION CONVENTION
The Citadel will he represented
by four students at a convention of
the Southern and Southeastern divisions of the National Student
Federation of America and the
Southern Federation of College
Students which is to be held in
New Orleans, La. Tulane University and Newcomb College will be
host of the Convention. The purpose of the gathering is to establish a permanent organization of
southern college newspapers.
The course of science is smoother than that of true love.—Sir
James Jeans.
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Oscar Says

S.

Editorial

(Continued from page four)
-OSCAE SATS-

__that Mac Nathans
on the compulsory
that won't come off
addition upon her
Junior-Senior.

will insist upuse of paint
by the Brenau
return to the

UNDERGRADUATE OF TODAY
IS MORE A THINKER, SAYS
PRESIDENT OF DARTMOUTH
The undergraduate of today is
probably more of a thinker than
students of any previous generations, according to Dr. Ernest M.
Hopkins, president of Dartmouth
■ College.
THINK FOR THEMSELVES
"Undergraduates today," he said,
"are intent on analyzing current
situations. The men in my time
took the college, its principles and
its policies for granted. But now
we are dealing with a group which
thinks for itself."
TWO IMPORTANT NEEDS
Dr. Hopkins said that two of
the most important things a liberal arts college could give its
students were "geographical and
economic impacts on the youthful
mind."

BACKGROUNDS
The weakness of many preparatory schools, Dr. Hopkins said, is
that the students represent the
same economic background and
therefore make no different contacts.
"The same argument may be
made
for
geographical
backgrounds," he said.
"These two
items, I believe, are just as important parts of the general education picture as a good faculty
■or good buildings."

"WHY DID I EVER TAKE THIS?"
N THIS DAY OF EDUCATIONAL progress we are
somewhat dismayed at the lack of attention paid to
fitting the incoming collegian to his most suitable
course. We would like to believe that the percentage of collegiate misfits is low, but the evidence—condemning
at every point—surrounds us.
Why this maladjustment?
Chiefly because the average freshman—like the campus kitten
—enters our microcosm with eyes tightly closed. Too often do
childish dreams of bridge building, test tube wielding, or short
story writing determine the college course. Ambition is a
desirable trait, but how much finer it becomes when directed
in proper channels, and not allowed to whisk off on unexplored
tangents.
One of the more outstanding members of the present senior class came to Clemson with full intention of becoming an
engineer. In the formation of sections in chapel he accidentally became attached to an agricultural group. To make a
long story not so long, he is graduating, not in engineering, but
in horticulture.
And to further prove that truth
usually goes fiction one better take
the story of the matriculation line
outside the registrar's office. For
the sheer fun (?) of it alternate
students signed up for the same
course, regardless of former plans.
Who can blame them?
Pitkjn
may be wrong; life may not begin at 40. But it certainly does
not start at 17. No one, not even
the most idealistic, can expect mature judgement from the mind of
the average high school graduate.
Why should a student who made
D's in matematics and physics in
high school, along with A's in English, Latin, and history, be majoring in engineering?
Should a
student who eked out a pass on
high school language and history,

yet topped liis class in mathematics, biology, chemisty, and physics, be taking general science? Compensation for our shortcomings is
a social necessity, but not at the
expense of our talents.
W(6 offer a plan, one that is not
a panacea for curriculum ills, but,
one that seems an improvement
over the present system.- Briefly
it is this: Let the freshmen arrivo
two days earlier than has been
customary.
Give each an intelligence test, as heretofore, and, in
addition, a series of apititude tests
that are reliable, valid, and specific.
Then, with the results of
these tests marked on a card,
along with a transcript of his high
school grades, require that each

<s

Gloomed by a Glummy?

FIVE

C.

20 EDUCATIONAL BILLS
ARE BEFORE CONGRESS
There are now before Congress
some twenty or more educational
bills of a general nature.
At
least 50 more educational bills of
a general nature.
At least 50
more educational bills for special
purposes have been introduced.
Among the latter are those which
would provide for the erection of
school buildings for Indian children, and one which would create
a National Conservatory of Music.
freshman have a 10-15 minute interview with one of a selected
group of men who can, with the
information
before
them,
help
guide his infantile footsteps.
A lot of trouble? We agree. Unnecessary trouble? Certainly not.
Our present system if satisfactory,
except for one minor point.
It
does not serve its purpose. Whoever formulated class advisor ship
for incoming students did so with
little or no understanding of the
"freshman mind". The more bewildered the newcomer, the less
his chances of seeking aid. His
head saturated with well meant
parental exhortations of "keep
your eyes open and your mouth
shut" he locks step with his fellows. After a year in a course he
dislikes a change. It means putting aside his classmates, oftentimes making up back work, starting over.
And speeches! How easy to outline from the chapel rostrum the
advantages of this course or that.
Engineering, chemistry, textiles, agriculture, general science—glorious
fields, all! But the point, the main
point, the neglected point— for
which is the individual student best
suited. To turn out, in any one
school, a man who should have*
taken another course may be a
feather in the cap of that school,
but not a very clean one. As to
the speeches themselves—the yawning collegians are willing to toss
a coin, after the third, and let it
go at that.
Next September 500 more freshmen will enter the portals. Shall
they be haphazardly tossed from
pillar to post until they find what
they think they like, or will they
be met halfway with a real desire on the part of the college to
get them started on the correct
foot.
—G. C.
COMMON SENSE
When we are beginning an important work, it is not the time
to talk about it; and when we have
accomplished the job, it is not
necessary.
That's common sense.
—Charles Gates Dawes.

ROY COOPER NAMED
STUBENTSEGRETARY
Local YMCA Official Now Visiting Southern Schools
PLANS PROGRAM
In the absence of the services of
a Regional Student Secretary for
the YMCA in the Southeast, Mr. J.
Roy Cooper, Associate Secretary of
the Clemson YMCA, was recently
appointed to fill the vacancy temporarily.
LEFT MARCH 24
Mir. Cooper left the Clemson
campus March 24 and since that
time has visited a great many of
the larger southern colleges and
universities. He is expected to return to Clemson on the 19th of
April.
TRAVELS EXTENSIVELY
Traveling through North and
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi,
and Louisiana, Mr.
Cooper has visited the campuses
of Georgia Tech., Auburn, University of Alabama, University of
Mississippi, Mississippi State, Tulane, L. S. U. and many others.
This tour is under the auspices of
the Administrative Committee of
the Student Department of the Y.
M. C. A. in the South.
MEETS CABINET GROUPS
Aside from working with the
various cabinet groups and student
YMCA's in these institutions, Mr.
Cooper has been meeting with the
Advisory Boards and Faculty members of the different schools and
has worked out a plan of a better
YMCA program for southern colleges and universities which Mr.
Cooper expects-to put into effect at
Clemson to a certain extent upon
his return to the Clemson campus.
COLLEGE STATISTICS
The Technique brings us these
few strange facts compiled from
far and wide.
There are 2500 cuss words in the
English language.
The average college man is 68.5
inches tall and weighs 142 pounds.
Directors of Oxford once voted
not to install baths in the dormitories because the students attended school only eight months out of
the year.
Although 114 Washington University students said gambling is
wrong, only 33 of them condemned
petting.
William R. Buford, Newberry
representative, won the State Oratorical Contest held at Rock Hill.
Citadel was second and Carolina
placed third.
—The Iudian

Eddington deduces religion from
the fact that atoms do not obey
A. S. Tuttle, national president
the laws of mathematics and Jeans of the American Society of Civil
deduces it from the fact that they Engineers, spoke before a large
do.—Bertrand Russell.
group of Georgia Tech Civil engineering students recently.
—The Technique
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When Sammy Sniveller glums a gala evening by
weeping in his pretzels, Sadie Sunshine simply lights a
mellow, smooth Old Cold . .. Then presto, chango! The
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has a magic way of pulling silver linings out of clouds.
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BENGAL RIFLE TEAM
ENDS SEASON IN WIN

WISCONSIN STUDENTS
WRITE HOME BY "CQ"
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STATION
CLEMSON GRAD ENDS EXPERIMENT
TESTS S. C. TOMATOES INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
The Clemson College Experiment
STUDIESAT CORNELL Station
FRAT TAN FIVE MEN
in cooperation with a large

A number of students at the University of Wisconsin have found
Local Sharpshooters Down Cit- out how to keep in touch with Albert S. i Thomas, Architect
home without all the bother of
adel Aggregation in Final
'34, Cops Many Honors
writing letters.
Match
They have set up a strong amaAlbert S. Thomas, Architecture
teur radio station with which they
'34,
is just completing a very sucWALL OUTSTANDING
tell the home folks how things are
cessful
year of Graduate work in
going.
Architecture at Cornell University.
Bowing to P. C. last week in
After finishing his work at Clemthe State Rifle Match, Clemson's
L. S. IT. BENEFITS BY HITEY son last June, Thomas was awardrifle team closed a very successful
ed a graduate scholarship for one
year by splitting the honors of the
Under the political reign of Sen- year at Cornell which he accepted
day, taking second place in the
etate contest between P. C, Clem- ator Huey P. Long, the University and went immediately to Ithaca to
of Louisiana is enjoying the great- begin his work.
son and The Citadel.
est era of expansion in its history.
PLACED SECOND
PRESENTS MEDALS
The State University is now
Recent reports from the UniverLast Thursday, during the regular chapel hour, Colonel T. S. building a $100,000 radio station sity show that the award was justiMoorman presented medals to tho and a dental school in New Or- fied as Thomas stands at second
place among all students in the
men who had done outstanding leans.
In the last five years the univer- architectural graduate school. He
work on the team during the past
sity has doubled its size. Because has won several competitions while
season.
of the rapid growth a downtown there and placed second in the
WALL IS STAR
A gold medal was presented to hotel was taken over and made 'Baird Esquisse', a prize competiCadet J. W. Wall for the highest into a dormitory, and even the tion opened to the entire school
department's
cow of architecture.
average in all four positions. Wall agricultural
COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE
made a score of 345.35 out of a barns temporarily were turned into
student
living
quarters.
While
at Clemson, Thomas bepossible 400.
Silver medals were
came very much interested in
presented to W. B. Forbes for the
highest average in the prone po- der the direct instructions of Cap- Southern Colonial architecture and
sition, D. B. Stone for the sitting tain Gammon and coached by Ser- continued his work along that line
position, Captain C. P. Gordon for geant Kline. The team elected the at Cornell. He chose for his thesis
the kneeling position and P. J- following men to serve as officers a Colonial building suitable for
Brown for the standing position. for 1935-36: J. W„ Wall, Captain. Charleston.
S. M. Littlejohn, cadet coach, and
EXPIRES IN JUNE
KLINE IS COACH
When his scholarship expires in
The rifle team this year was un- D. B. Stone, manager.

northern packing company is conducting three experimental tests
on South Carolina grown tomatoes
at different points in the state to
determine whether these tomatoes
will make a satisfactory tomato
juice for this company or not.
The three experiments are being
conducted at the Truck Experiment
Station at Charleston, on a large
farm near North, and at the local
station here.
They are to cover a large number of varieties and also a wide
range of South Carolina soils and
climatic conditions at the three
different stations.
If a satisfactory product can be
obtained in South Carolina, the
company will locate and establish
a large plant in the state.
Nobody with character is vulgar.
—A. A. Milne
It is not the law that makes the
custom Taut the custom that makes
the law.—Brand Whitlock.

..

distress . . .
ring comfort

I give you the mildest smoke, the besttasting smoke. You wonder what makes
H me different. For one thing, it's center
leaves. I spurn the little, sticky, top leaves
...so bitter to the taste. I scorn the coarse
/ bottom leaves, so harsh and unappetizing. I do not irritate your throat. I
bring comfort. I am the best of friends.
Copyright 1935, The American Tobacco Company.

SMALL MEMBERSHIP
The Gamma Chapter of Iota
Lambda Sigma, the National Honorary Scholarship Fraternity of Industrial Education students, is initiating five new members during
the coming two weeks.
Two seniors, H. L. Bryan of
Hartsville and B. E. Weeks of An
gusta, Ga., have "been taken in,
and three juniors, H. B. Duke of
Madison, P. J. Brown of Liberty
and J. B. Compton of Union.
THREE DEGREES
The three degrees of the initiation will be given during the
two weeks initiation period.
There are seven professors on
the campus who are already members of the fraternity.
J. W.
Winn is the only cadet member at
present.

The child who has been trained
June, Thomas will return to his
home in Charleston, S. C. and en- simply to obey is not equipped to
ter a local architect's office as a face the complexities of modern
designer.
,iW\ life.—Flora Rose, Cornell.

'■■'■ v*te

/

Three Degrees of Initiation to
Be Given in Two Week
Period

*
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BENGAL TRACKSTERS
SWAMP

BLUE

SPORTS

HOSE

HlQMTHtPRtJ^BOX
UrCtK XjJ.Xx
What we termed last week as
'likely the hottest meet of the
state season" was hot only in the
respect that when the Tigers finished with the 'Calvinists the P. C.
cinders were virtually red coals.
97.5 to 32.5 is some score, and
Howard's men really were in prime
condition and threw it on good
and thick. The shining lights of
the previous meets still came thru
with the goods and Clemson times
were again much supeiror to the
other state teams in action, last
week.
Although not registered in the
meet, Chalmers McMahon's jump
-of 6 feet 1 3/4 inches set a new
official Clemson record.
It was
rather unfortunate that Mac could
not have gotten that high during
•the contest but we are just waiting for Carolina Saturday and hoping that the Seneca flash can show
us at home how he did it.
Coach Bob Jones has announced that.the annual intramural boxing tournament is
to begin next Wednesday with
the final bouts coming off
Saturday. Coach Jones is anxious for each company to be
well represented as material
for the varsity squad is sought
during these contests. Sevei'al
good fighters were 'discovered'
last year and the interest was
very high. Varsity men will
aid in the tournament and
with the exception of varsity
and freshmen men every one
is eligible. Silver gloves will
be awarded the winners.
It certainly looks like a baseball
pennant will be added to. the other four Tiger .State championships
by virtue of the last minute victory over Carolina Birds Tuesday
afternoon.
That leaves us the
only undefeated team in the state
circle but only by a bare margin.
We will certainly have to be on
guard May 3 when we meet the
Chickens on their yard.

»t

**

Princeton is holding its second annual invitational meet
in its stadium on June 15 and
spectators will have a chance
to se fou rof the world's record milers try to cut down
the time on the mile event to
4 minutes. Glenn Cunningham,
Jack Lovelock of New Zealand, Bill Bonthron, Princeton
alumnus, and Gene Venzke of
Pennsylvania are the men who
will strive to accomplish this
feat . Cunningham now holds
the world's outdoor mile record of 4:06.8, and Lovelock
the indoor record of 4:07.6.
Not to be outdone by the other
"victorious teams the Tiger net aces
took a good victory from Etskine
on the home courts Monday afternoon making it two in the state
•eo far. Wofford will be here to
meet Hoke Sloan's boys on Saturday.
The only useful resolutions are
those which one can have an interest in breaking.—H. C. Bailey.
Restraint is a virtue not worth
mentioning until one has something to restrain.—Rebecca West.
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CLEMSON STUDENTS
AIDED BY FERA JOBS
tContinued from page one)
tnat although there was an additional fifty hours of work a month
placed in the schedule of FERA
cadets the scholastic work of the
job-holders have been creditable.
Among the number there is an
overly large number of students
with star records, a great majority
who are doing above average work,
and a negligible small percentage
who are failing class work.
SERIOUS MINDED
These faets point to the conclusion that FERA students realize the seriousness of the business
of going to college and have taken
full advantage of the generosity
of the Federal Government.
In all cases the students have
been given work of such a nture as
would jibe with their major interest at Clemson.
Ag students
been given work of such a nature as
partment, textile students in the
textile department, and so on.
Agricultural majors have jobs
in the various laboratories and
fields that abound at Clemson;
chemistry students aid in preparation of reagents and care of equipment; education students grade
papers and assist professors in
keeping class statistics; engineering students repair and maintain
machinery and shop equipment;
seniors and advanced students are
given a taste of research procedure
and advanced technical work.
EFFECTS OF WORK
The sum total of the effects of
the FERA fund is this: over-burdened professors and officials have
been relieved of the drudgery and
monotonous details of their work
to a large extent; students have
gained valuable experience along
lines which would not be met in
their regular classroom work; and
greatest of all, a large number of
students have been able to earn a
fair amount of their college expenses, which has enabled them
to stay in college and relieve the
pressure back home.

No man 'mows why the Mona
Criticism is a bad road to travel Lisa smiles, hut all women do;
toward friendship.-— Sir Harry it's part of their intelligence that
they never tell.—Muriel Tankard.
Armstrong.

P. C. RACQUETEERS 7-0

I desire to speak earnestly aSAILS FOR
TAPS STAFF NAMES CAMPBELL
ENGLAND ON SURVEY gainst a degenerate form of singing
called crooning.—Cardinal O'ConWAY
AS '36 EDITOR M. E. Campbell, associate cot- nell.
(Continued from page one)
ton technologist for the federal bureau of agricultural economics, who
has been stationed at Clemson for
the past two years, sailed from
New York Wednesday aboard the
"President Roosevelt" for an extended tour of several European
countries.
ACCOMPANIES WEBB
He was accompanied by R. W.

Webb, '18, of Washington, who is
capacity of art editor for this
a
senior cotton technologist. The
year's book. His work is one of
purpose
of the tour is an extentive
the outstanding features of the '35
study of foreign methods of cotton
TAPS.
He is from Newberry, is
fiber research methods.
Textile
a color sergeant, pledge to Blue
plants
in
France,
England,
GerKey and Scabbard and Blade, memmany, and Italy will be visited.
ber of the C. D. A., member of
Campbell expects to return to
Sigma Epsilon, and is majoring in
the
campus on or around June 7.
architecture.
The new business manager is a
textile chemist, a native of Ander— SEE —
son, a color sergeant, a member of
the Tiger Brotherhood, and a member of the track squad.
C. E Farmer, associate business
FOB
manager, is a native of Warrington, Fla., is majoring in engineerNew Dance Sashes (rich color and wide)
ing, is regimental supply sergeant,
a member of Tau Beta Pi, ancf
White Shoes $3.00 to $5.00.
(Nationally known)
secretary and treasurer of the Tig22-inch and 24-inch Bottoms—These are the White
er Brotherhood.
Duck Pants you want for Dances and Parades
Duval, the new photo editor, is
a textile engineer from social
$1.00, $1.25, and $1.50
Circle, Ga., a sergeant, and a member of Phi Psi.
His associate, Bennett, is from
Salter's Depot, is a chemistry ma- i
jor, and a member of the college
band.
Another Suit Will Be Given Away The Week
The literary editor is a mechanical engineering student from PickBefore Senior Exams
ens.
Thomas is a first sergeant
and a pledge to Scabbard and
BlaBe.
Watson, advertising manager, is
from Anderson and is majoring in
electrical engineering.
Rickards, assistant to Watson, is
a sophomore from West Palm i
Beach, Fla., an engineer, and a
iKM^KMKitgragwa^^
corporal.

HOKE SLOAN

Bleckley's Dry Cleaners

4H$H^M$H^^M^*^^

Easter April 21st
BEAUTIFUL LINE OF

Easter Greeting Cards
SELECT YOURS EARLY
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Easter Candies and
Candy Novelties
WRAPPED ANDSEE READY
FOR
THEM ON DISPLAY

ANDERSON ASSOCIATION
ELECTS J. HI SAYLORS
AS ALUMNI PRESIDENT
At a business meeting held last
week, the Anderson County Chapter
of the Clemson Alumni Association
elected officers for the coming
' year, and formulated plans for their
annual banquet which was held
Tuesday night.
SAYLORS PRESIDENT
The newly elected officers are:
President, J. H. Saylors; VieePresident, L. S. Horton; Secretary,
John W. Robinson; and Treasurer,
S. Dean Pearman. These men will
serve in their new offices for the
next year.
SIKES SPEAKS
The chief speakers at the dinner
Tuesday night included G. Duncan
Eellinger, a Clemson graduate and
a prominent Columbia judge, Dr.
E. W. Sikes, President of Clemson
College, and others well-known
throughout the state.

TIGER NETMEN DOWN

SPECIAL WHILE IT LASTS
24 Sheets and 24 Envelopes of High Grade Steel Die Engraved
COLLEGE STATIONERY—Wonderful 50c Value for only 29c Pkg.

BETTER GET YOURS TCDAY

X. (2. QJllazUn
2Wa QompcmUj if;no,
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
ft

PHONE 75
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Books New In The NEW CHAPTER CRAFT
Clemson Library
LEAGUEJSORGANIZED
Miss Graham still has us on the run.
We never before fully appreciated the
Biblical .observation that "of making
many books there is no end. Some
three dozen books just off the press have
come into the library this week.
Among the more important tomes of
this shipment are Biography of Robert
Mills (a South Carolinian, designer of
the Washington monument and one of
the foremost architects of America),
Hartwick's Foreground of American
Fiction, a critical study that makes better reading than most of the fiction it
discusses, seven additions to the International Relations Club Collection such
as Hudson's The Permanent Court of
'International Justice, and a very pertinent new book The Soar Struggle. (This
collection is kept behind the main desk
in the library and is for general circulation).
Another separate collection is being
built up in the library by the Forestry
Division. In it are The Bobwhite Quail
by Stoddard, which gives an account of
the intensive study that has been made
in an effort to perpetrate th quail which
in recent years has seemed headed toward extinction; Ricknageel's Forestry,
which presents a study of. the origin,
application and significance of the field;
Marshall's The People's Forest which
points out the contributions that the CCC
and such recent ventures have made to
the progress of forestry,
An unusual contribution has been
made to the library by Alpheus Victor
Bethea of Dillon, S. C, an alumnus
of Clemson. It consists of three volumes
headed Kinfolks. These books present
a genealogical and biographical record of
the Hlarllee, Fulmore, Curry, Kemp,
Robertson, Dickey and Bethea families,
their antecedents, descendants, and collective relations. This collection bears
evidence of more-than-usual care for accuracy and authenticity.
Confessions of a Scientist by Ray,-*
mond L. Ditmars, pp 246, 1935.
Since his association with the Bronx
Zoo, Dr. Ditmars, one of the world's
foremost authorities on reptiles, has
made trips into the most remote parts
of the earth collecting strange and unusual specimens of all types for study
and display. In-the capture, transportation, and exhibition of these animals it
is inevitable that humorous, dangerous,
and even tragic situations arise. Ordinarily, when a mamba (most deadly of
African snakes) gets out of his cage and
attacks his keeper, striking within inches
of the terror-stricken face, the story is
kept inside the zoo. And when a man in
a gorilla suit causes a stampede in the
lion cage, or when a hysterical brings in
a parrot which has learned an obnoxious
phrase and asks the zoo to keep it in a
cage by itself because, "Tike really isn't
bad, and those other parrots might pick
on him", the attendants again smile indulgently and forget the episodes. Dr.
Ditmars, however, is something more
than a cold scientist, interested only in
recorded observed facts concerning the
specimens he works with. In Confessions of a Scientist, he gives us the human side of a naturalist's search for
knowledge.
At times it does seem that the "scientific attitude" (you who have had Dr.
Cooper will recognize it) will get the
better of him, but he firmly yanks trie
narrative back into its original channels. There are pictures galone showing
snakes, frogs,
chameleons, spiders,
and monkeys with which Dr. Ditmars
has worked. A number of photographs
are studies of the rare campier bat, a
tiny creature which contrary to popular
opinion, does not suck blood, but inflicts
a painless wound with its chisel-like
front teeth and laps up the blood which
will flow for hours.
Dr. Ditmar's material presented in
this book is beyond a doubt valuable as information, and likewise, there
can be no doubt of the doctor's genius
for the popularization of science —before you know you are excited over the
number of cock-roaches a monkey can
eat. This generation is indeed fortunate in having such writers as Hudson,
Beebe, and Ditmars to present nature so
delightfully to them.
J. D. B.

Clemson Group Visits Various
State High Schools

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
TO SPONSOR CONTESTS
The State Vocational Agricultural Students' Judging Contest will
be held at Clemson on May 18.
MANY PARTICIPATE
The contest follows the District
Contests which are to be held on
April 26 for district eliminations,
one in each of the seven Congressional Districts. In these District Contests approximately 100
teams of three boys each or 488
of the outstanding agricultural students selected from a total of approximately 7000 state vocational
agricultural students participate.
These contests are sponsored by
the School of Vocational Education, the School of Agriculture and
the State Department of Education.
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CLEMSON GRADUATES
PLAN REUNIONS HERE
(Continued from page one)

bers are W. "W. Klugh, R. E. Lee,
B. F. Robertson, C. C. Newman,
and J. E. Hunter. They have sent,
'chain" invitations to the other
members of the first class, and are
expecting a large percentage c
the class to attend. Twenty-seven
of the class, which numbered 39
at graduation are still living.
COMMITTEE FOR CLASS OF '25
L. R. Booker, Assistant State
Superintendent of Industrial Education,
and
Itinerant
TeacherTrainer at Clemson, has been
named Chairman .of the Program
Committee for the '25 get-to-gether, and he and his committee, the
others of whom are H. S. T.ate,
Evolution should be taught as a C. M. Asbill, E. F. Cartee, R. L.
theory, not as a scientific truism. Lee, and John Todd, are sparing
no efforts to provide plenty of fun
—Rev. Dr. "W. A. Clausing.
for the returning men.

In order to develop industrial
leadership and to promote cooperation between the high schools of
South Carolina and her industries,
a group representing the Clemson
School of Industrial Education left
for Orangeburg Wtednesday to form
a new order of the American
Craftsmen's League.
This group
carries on work begun last spring,
adding the Orangeburg High School
Chapter to a list of five others:
Central, Newberry, Greenville, Calhoun-Clemson, and Greenwood.
The American Craftsmen's League, was organized during the State
Industrial Contest held here last
May.
Corresponding in its field
to the Future Farmers of America
and the 4-H Clubs, the order is for
boys in urban communities and ofREORGANIZATION
fers an excellent opportunity for
the developing of leadership and
Even in a film there should bt
During the '25 reunion, the class
ability in the high school student a suggestion that marriage might will be reorganized, and new class
studying industrial courses.
be a lovely thing.—A. A. Milne.
officers will be elected.
The of-

NEAVBERRY PLACES FIRST
IN ORATORICAL CONTEST'
Although failing to place, Clemson was entered in the State Oratorical Contest held at Winthrop.
College in Rock Hill on Fridayevening, April 5.
L. M. Bauknight was the representative from Clemson at the contest.
Julian Metz, a member of
the Executive Committee also attended the meet.
The winner of the contest was;
W. R. Buford of Newberry College.
Citadel and Carolina placed mem
second and third respectively.
ficers at graduation were F. H*
Colbert, Ardmore, Oklahoma, president; C. A. Robinson of Rock.
Hill,
vice-president;
and
Paul.
Grays, Abbeville, historian. Graduating one hundred and thirty-five'
men, the Class of '25 has lost only
five men, and a large attendance
is expected at the reunion.
BANQUETS PLANNED
Both committees have planned
banquets for their respective classes, and are providing special tables-,
for them during the big get-together banquet of all the visiting:
alumni during Commencement.
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you want to know
why folks like 'etn
You don't have to climb
a flagpole as high as Jack's
beanstalk to find out —
Just walk into any one of
the 769,340 places in this
country where cigarettes are
sold and say—
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